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The GLS brings together a faculty of international leaders and innovators in donation, transplantation, leadership, and management. This year, the GLS team is honored to have Nobel Prize winning economist Al Roth, whose work in market theory helped enable living kidney donor chains, among our faculty. Among the international faculty accompanying Professor Roth will be:

- Frank Delmonico, MD; Mass General/NEOB Boston
- Beatriz Dominguez-Gil, MD; ONT, Madrid
- Anthony Clarkson; NHS, London
- Sayed Ali Malek-Hosseini, MD; Shiraz Transplant Research, Iran
- Helen Opdam, MD, Donate Life, Canberra, Australia
- Rich Luskin, TransMedics, Boston
- Jim Rice, PhD; IHS, Minneapolis
- Susan Gunderson; LifeSource, Minneapolis
- Marti Manyalich, MD; TPM-DTI, Barcelona
- Tom Mone; OneLegacy, Los Angeles
- Howard Nathan; Gift of Life, Philadelphia
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Conference Overview

Along with Dr. Roth, the faculty will share their knowledge and expertise in order to meet these objectives:

- Analyze donation systems in place around the globe and develop strategies to improve each element in his/her home country and organization;
- Explore the distinct skills and roles required for a successful donation program and the interpersonal leadership talents required to ensure seamless collaboration;
- Identify the cultural and ethical foundations that lead to diversity in donation around the world and ways to bridge these differences to maximize donation everywhere; and
- Examine leadership opportunities and challenges in emerging donation and transplantation practices.

The following topics will be presented in order to meet these objectives:

- International Best Practices
- International Donation Improvement
- Political, Financial, Legal and Ethical Foundations of Organ Donation
- Organizational and Operational Elements of Successful Donation Programs
- Leadership and Team Building
- Professional and Public Education
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The Global Leadership Symposium is a unique learning experience to explore best practices and innovation in addressing emerging donation leadership challenges. Engaged and highly interactive sessions draw on cross sectional expert knowledge to delve into priority leadership topics. With attendance limited to 75 participants drawn from across the globe, the GLS provides robust dialogue and collaborative team work. Participants leave with broadened leadership skills, innovative ideas, and expanded professional networks.

Previous Faculty and Participant Countries:

Australia | Iran | Romania
Brazil | Japan | Slovakia
Canada | Kuwait | Sri Lanka
Colombia | Lithuania | Sweden
Croatia | Panama | Switzerland
Czech Republic | Philippines | United Kingdom
Germany | Qatar | USA
Curriculum Overview

Objectives

• Analyze donation systems in place around the globe.
• Develop strategies to improve processes at home countries and organizations.
• Explore the distinct skills and roles required for a successful donation program.
• Develop the interpersonal leadership talents required to ensure seamless collaboration.
• Identify the cultural and ethical foundations that lead to diversity in donation around the world and ways to bridge these differences to maximize donation everywhere.

Topics

• International Practices in Donation
• Strategies and Methodologies to Increase Organ Donation
• Leadership and Team Building Practices
• Ethical and Legal Foundations of Donation
• Organizational Development and Performance Management
• Emerging Technologies and Workshops

Range of Exercises

• Plenary Presentations
• Multi-day Team Projects
• Panel Presentations and Table Work
• Breakout Sessions
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Venue

- Hotel L’Auberge Del Mar in Del Mar California.
- Shore line temperatures around 75°F (24°C) most of the year
- Del Mar’s historic downtown village is lined with over 60 shops and 25 restaurants.
- Just 20 minutes north of downtown San Diego, the second largest city in the state of California.
- San Diego plays a significant role in wildlife conservation and is home to Sea World theme park, the world famous San Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park.
Since 2010, three leading U.S. organ procurement organizations—Gift of Life Donor Program, LifeSource and OneLegacy—and TPM in Spain have collaborated to produce the Transplant Donation Global Leadership Symposium.